
Welcome to Advent!  This sermon is based on the readings for the First Sunday
of the season, Jeremiah 33:14-16, 1 Thessalonians 3:9-13, and Luke 21:25-36. 

I pray we all find time during these next few weeks to be present to God

breaking into our lives and our world.

Kate

In the middle of the night this week,

somewhere between Wednesday and Thursday, I

was roused by something, I do not know what,

and was immediately wide awake.  You know

that experience?  Moving from deep sleep to eyes

open, brain alert, and acutely aware.  I listened

and watched.  There was no sound, no motion,

nothing threatening at all.  Then I realized the

moon, the full moon, was shining in the window,

giving the whole room a kind of unearthly glow. 

It was a palpable presence around the bed.   I was

enveloped in that presence until again I drifted off

to sleep. 

A week earlier, I was down at my Mom’s

for Thanksgiving.  I rose quite early as usual,

went downstairs for my coffee and quiet time,

and after sitting in the dark for about an hour, out

of nowhere came a faint but steady sound of

bells.  I did not know what was going on, and my

whole body went on alert.  I later decided that a

breeze must have begun outside and the wind

chimes on the porch caught it for about thirty

seconds and then stopped.  I did not hear them

again that morning.  But the wind, the chimes, the

flickering candle in the darkness, called me to

acute attention, and again I felt a blessed presence

surround me.

I think God was training me for Advent,

and I am grateful.  Sometimes this short season

comes and goes in such a flurry of activity that I

feel as if I have missed something essential to

my soul.  Training for Advent would have to be

an exercise in sharpening awareness, focused

attention, profound presence.  How else might we

glimpse the light of God approaching in the dark

or hear the sounds of heaven coming amid all the

noise?  In these day, we need practice being

present in order to sense what is trying to be born

in and through our own skin.

For this is how God comes into the world

– in and through our skin.  This is the core

Christian insight of incarnation.  We hold that the

Word, the presence of God, takes flesh in this

world, in the child, Jesus.  And the Word, the

presence of God, is yearning to take flesh in us. 

As 14  century mystic Meister Eckhartth

proclaimed, “We are all meant to be mothers of

God, for God is always needing to be born.”  I

have spoken before about our yearnings during

Advent time, but I don’t think I have spent as

much time on God’s yearning, God’s longing, in

this season to live with us, to be expressed

through us, to come fully alive in us.  For this to

happen, we must allow ourselves to be acutely

present to the presence of God, receptive to the

great mystery of this season, the miracle of

incarnation – God born in human flesh.  

For this is

how God comes

into the world –

in and through

our skin.

Our scripture readings today, though

different in tone and time, all are about stirring

our expectations and heightening our awareness,

awakening us to God breaking into our world. 

The prophet Jeremiah speaks of a righteous

branch about to spring up in the house of David,

to execute justice and righteousness in the land. 

“The days are surely coming, says the Lord, when

I will fulfill the promise I made…”  So, pay

attention!  The gospel of Luke startles us awake

with warnings of signs in the sun, the moon, the



stars, the roaring of the  seas and waves, distress

among nations, signaling some new coming for

which we must be vigilant.  And Paul tells his

beloved Thessalonians that he is praying for their

increased holiness and love that they may receive

the coming of the Lord Jesus in all readiness.  

Each one is asking for presence to the presence of

God.  But this is not always an easy thing for us. 

We need practice in it.  We need to be intentional

about it.  We need Advent.  

Just as our scripture readings are different

in tone and time depending on circumstance,

personality, and history, so too our intentional

practices will differ in this season.  I had a

revelation this week.  As a growing introvert (I

call myself a hermit-in-training), I am easily

drawn to the silence of Advent and seek out the

solitude where the Spirit of God feels very close. 

But it may be that my Advent practice needs to

challenge my comfort zone.   For is not God as

present in the crowd as in the solitude?  Perhaps I

need to practice focused awareness when I am

surrounded with people.  For are they not all

signs of God’s presence?  I often find myself

exhausted by groups and crowds.  But it may not

be the group, not the crowd, but my own

unfocused attention that keeps me from being

present to the Spirit that is showing up right there

in the middle of it all!

I tested this out yesterday at our Advent

activities event.  It was during the Hanging of the

Greens that I ran into the Advent God who wants

to take part in our lives in three great kids who

were so, so eager to help decorate the sanctuary

for the season.  They would do anything to

participate!  And they worked hard.  At one point,

one of them, Alex, came up to me as I was resting

and asked “Can I sit here next to you?”  It was

like God tapping me on the shoulder saying I am

here in this eager little boy.  And I want to sit

next to you.  It opened my eyes and my heart.  

How about you?  What kind of Advent

practice do you need?  If unlike me you find

yourself uncomfortable with solitude and quiet,

and your need is to keep on going, going all the

time, your Advent practice needs to challenge

that.  For silence is an opportunity for a very rich

encounter with God, and if that possibility is

disturbing or uncomfortable, if you don’t want to

go there, then you must go there.  For the One

who is yearning to take flesh in you in some new,

powerful way, is waiting for you to say yes.  And

that yes can be as important for the world as the

yes of Mary who met God in the silence of her

own being.  And you know what happened

there….

This season calls us to presence –

intentional presence to the advent of God.  It

calls for deliberate and focused awareness on the

yearning of God to participate, to be born in our

flesh, through our skin, in solitude and in

community.  It is a short season, but so much can

happen here.  When the approaching God meets a

receptive heart, human flesh becomes holy, and

the world is made new.  Amen. 
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